(1.3) n • T • n = 2KH on £, meas ft = jTr
As usual v and p denote the fluids velocity and pressure, ft is the unknown domain which is occupied by the fluid, and £ = 3ft denotes its boundary. V is the kinematic viscosity, n is the exterior normal,and T^, span the tangent plane of E. The stress tensor is given by We may assume the surface tension K normalized to be 1.
There are several extensions of the above problem which can be treated with the same approach. The drop Q may be immersed in a (finite or infinite) reservoir G of another fluid with the same density but with different viscosity.
In this case we have to solve in addition to ( Here p,p* and are the densities and the viscosities of the two fluids, g is the gravitational force which we can assume to be of the form (0,0,g).
This paper contains results on stationary problems only. Local existence and regularity theorems for the time-dependent versions of (1) -(3), and (5) -(10) can
be found in C5D.
RESULTS,
The following result is contained in C2D. (1.1) -(1.3) .
Under the assumption that v is small in C0+a-norm the solution is regular: 1) -(1.3) is analytic* if ||v|| is small. co+a
The assumption that ||v|| has to be small is connected with the approximation C procedure that yields the solutions to (1.1) -(1.3) and (1.5) -(1.10), resp.
AN APPROXIMATION SCHEME FOR THE FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS.
In the absence of an exterior force f the solution to ( 1) -(1.2) with the given f. Call the solution (v^,p^) 
